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Issued by C. Garver

The annual international CEMAR AGM was held in Gremersdorf, Germany, October 31, 2015.
The following is an overview of the news/up dates for 2016.
See details in OLT, JST, CETSC and CEEC regulations 2016, which you can find on www.classicmx.se
General
- Committee members: No changes. See “CEMAR Committee Members” on www.classicmx.se
-

Update of the Entry Form to include a box requesting birthday/year and a box to check for 125cc as well
as a box to confirm that the rider has a valid personal insurance.

- Penalty points: Re-implementation of the option for the Jury to allow a rider to participate first time in a
class with non- approved parts by giving penalty points.
- Number plate colours and numbers must be according to the rules. Correction and one warning at a race,
and second time incorrect is a "no go".
-

If a rider is not present at the price giving ceremony, upcoming handling cost for the trophy must be paid
by the rider.

Rules/Regulations
- Regulations for OLT, JST, CETSC and CEEC to be valid for one year and revised every year in the
AGM if required. If no changes made, then the date/year only will be changed. The set of rules will then
be uploaded on the home page www.classicmx.se around New Year.
-

CETSC and CEEC regulations will be written in English only.
OLT and JST continue in English, German and Swedish languages.

-

CETSC (Twin Shock) and CEEC (EVO) regulations: Update of article 5, Bikes, in the CETSC and
CEEC regulations 2016. No changes in content, update of text only for the purpose of easier
understanding.

-

OLT: Reduction to one age class. Cup to the best 70+ rider.

-

JST: No changes

OLT
- Relay Cup: After three inscriptions of the same rider, the Challenge Cup in the 60+ class was
permanently given to Göran Josefsson, Sweden. For 2016 there is no new Challenge Cup established.

CEMAR Races 2016
See Race Calendar on www.classicmx.se

